
Engineered Solutions for your 
aerospace & Defense Needs



Since 1984, Lavi Systems Inc. has designed, qualified, 

and manufactured electro-mechanical components 

for civil and military aviation, including vital weapons 

systems. LSI consistently exceeds our customer 

expectations by providing responsive customer service, 

high quality engineering, and reliable delivery.

WHO WE ARE

OUR 
VISION
To be one of the  

foremost reliable 

suppliers of aerospace 

equipment and achieve 

the highest standards  

of total performance.

OUR MISSION
To provide warfighters and operators reliable equipment to 

safely and effectively achieve their missions, domestically 

and abroad.



CAPABILITIES

TESTING
LSI retains various internal testing 

capabilities to qualify product 

against required standards and 

specifications. In addition to 

our internal abilities, LSI has 

gathered extensive experience 

in completing full qualification 

of critical safety items in a wide 

range of damaging environments.

ENGINEERING
LSI employs over 200 years of combined engineering 

and design expertise to customize unique solutions 

for our customers. LSI emphasizes customer 

engagement throughout the design process to 

ensure effective planning, and successful product 

launches. Our engineers are highly experienced in 

product technical development, and can assist in 

Joint Development Programs to meet the end goal. 

By utilizing advanced engineering and software tools, 

LSI reduces the time from product development to 

hardware delivery, saving you money!

MANUFACTURING
Time is money--that is why LSI focuses on lean operations, and 

maximum floor efficiency to pass on savings to our customers. 

By including rapid prototyping techniques and advanced 

fixturing, LSI reduces the timeframe from prototype to delivery. 

All products are manufactured in the USA at our facility in  

Los Angeles, CA.



QUALITY
LSI is certified to AS9100, and ISO9001 quality 

standards, ITAR registered, and an FAA repair 

station. By continually improving our processes, 

LSI achieves total performance in delivery high 

quality product, on time to the customer.
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The core business of LSI lies within our 
product families:

1.  Military Aircraft Spares and Electronics

2.  Fuel Measurement Components

3.  Cockpit Rotary Switches

4.  Jumpers / Bonding Straps

5.  Cockpit HMI Devices

PRODUCTs



Lavi Systems, Inc. jumpers are available in 

both crimped and stamped configurations 

with braided or cable-style strands, round 

or flat. With many configuration and plating 

combinations, we can customize our jumpers 

to meet your specific aircraft requirements.

OUR GOAL:  To provide cost-effective  

jumpers with the highest degree of reliability 

in the market.

Please visit our website at  

www.lavisystems.com/jumper-bonding-straps 

for more information.
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Since inception, Lavi Systems, Inc. has built 

a foundation of experience building military 

products for the United States and Allied 

governments. Through reverse engineering, 

Lavi Systems, Inc. has qualified over 125 

government NSN’s over the last 25 years for 

the United States Air Force, Army, Navy, and 

Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). Our products 

range from fuel measurement components to 

cockpit panel assemblies on notable aircraft 

platforms such as: B-52, CH-47, C-130, F-15, F-16, 

KC-135, UH-60, and T-38.

Please visit our website for the latest military 

spare products being offered at  

www.lavisystems.com/military-aircraft-spares.

SPARES
MILITARY



UH-60 
Caution Advisory 

Panel

Temperature 
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F-16  
Aerial Refueling 

Amplifier

UH-60 A5 Circuit Board Assembly

F-16  
Flight Control 
Panel

SPARES
MILITARY



Lavi Systems, Inc. has over 30 years experience 

in fuel measurement components and 

systems. Our liquid quantity transmitters, and 

compensators have been featured on major 

aircraft platforms such as: C-130, F-15, F-16, 

KC-135, and T-38. Using a tube-and-core design 

approach, we match the internal profile of the 

fuel probe core with the capacitance curve 

of the fuel tank. Lavi Systems will design and 

manufacture fuel indication and measurement 

components to meet or exceed your 

commercial and military aircraft requirements.

OUR GOAL:  To design and manufacture high 

quality, cost-effective, and reliable fuel sensing 

products for military, commercial, and business 

aircraft applications.

Please visit our website for additional 

information at www.lavisystems.com.

COMPONENTS
FUEL MEASUREMENT
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COMPONENTS
FUEL MEASUREMENT



Lavi Systems, Inc. offers customized switching 

solutions for your unique cockpit applications. 

Our rotary switches were designed and 

manufactured with the latest production 

techniques, machinery, and tooling available. 

Qualified under MIL-DTL-3786/4 and /13,  

Lavi Systems switches incorporate design 

elements not previously possible with other 

switch manufacturers. 

In addition to cockpit switches, Lavi Systems 

has designed, developed, qualified, and 

manufactured various derivative products for 

applications outside of the cockpit such as: 

Canister Safe/Enable/Test Switches for the 

United States Naval Vertical Launch System, 

and commercial Nose-Wheel Disarm Switches 

for commercial and business aircraft.

OUR GOAL:  To design and build custom 

multi-functional rotary switch assemblies for 

commercial and military cockpit applications.

Allow Lavi Systems to customize a switching 

solution for your specific application 

requirements. Please visit our website at  

www.lavisystems.com/cockit-rotary-switches 

for more information.

SWITCHES
COCKPIT ROTARY



SWITCHES
COCKPIT ROTARY
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Lavi Systems, Inc. employs a highly skilled 

engineering team with over 175 years of 

combined experience developing primary 

and secondary pilot controls, rotary switches, 

cursor control devices and transducers, and 

digital interfaces. In addition, our team is 

well-versed in MIL-STD-1472 Design Criteria 

Standard Human Engineering, MIL-STD-810 

Environmental Test Methods, and MIL-STD-461 

for EMI; giving us the proper knowledge and 

experience to work directly with our customer 

design teams to ensure seamless transition 

from concept to product.

OUR GOAL:  Improve the interface between 

personnel and cockpit equipment to achieve 

the highest human performance during 

operation and throughout the life cycle.

Lavi Systems attains this goal by emphasizing 

Joint Development of products, ultimately 

reducing the costs of development. By 

utilizing rapid prototyping techniques, such 

as in-house 3D printing, and the principles of 

design for manufacturing, Lavi Systems can 

guarantee lower development costs, better 

maintainability, and improved life cycle of  

the product.

A QUALITY PRODUCT BEGINS 
WITH A QUALITY DESIGN.

CAPABILITIES
HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACE



Lavi Systems, Inc.
818.373.5400

mail@LaviSystems.com
13731 Saticoy St, Van Nuys, CA 91402




